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New social actors have emerged with the social media. Among them, we high-
lighted the digital influencers, people who have millions of online followers, and
induce them in favor or against products and brands to be consumed. Therefore,
we aimed to analyze this endorsement process carried out by digital influencers in
their online profiles, having as research field the fitness market that encourages
people to evaluate and work tirelessly in their bodies. We used the Semiotic Image
Analysis to investigate the postings of three Brazilian digital fitness influencers
and identified four categories that configure the post format: body exposure, body
extension, interaction between influencer and brand/product, and interaction be-
tween influencer and followers. By means of these categories, we identified that
these influencers act as brand avatars, creating an intense link with these prod-
ucts, exposing their bodies in advertisements and extending the meanings of their
good shape to endorsed goods and services.
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Han surgido nuevos actores sociales con Internet. Entre ellos, destacamos a los in-
fluencers digitales, personas que tienen millones de seguidores online, y los influ-
yen a favor o en contra de productos y marcas para ser consumidos. Nos propusi-
mos analizar este proceso de aval que realizan los influencers digitales en sus per-
files online, teniendo como campo de investigación el mercado del fitness que in-
cita a las personas a evaluar y trabajar incansablemente en su cuerpo. Utilizamos
el Análisis de imagen semiótica para investigar las publicaciones de tres influen-
cers brasileños e identificamos cuatro categorías que configuran el formato de la
publicación: exposición corporal, extensión corporal, interacción entre influencer
y marca/producto, e interacción entre influencer y seguidores. Mediante estas ca-
tegorías,  identificamos  que  estos  influencers  actúan  como  avatares  de  marca,
creando un vínculo intenso con productos, exponiendo sus cuerpos en anuncios y
extendiendo los significados de su buena forma a bienes y servicios avalados.
Silva, Marianny J. B.; Farias, Salomão A.; Grigg, Michelle H. K. & Barbosa, Maria L. A. (2021). The body as a brand 
in social media: Analyzing Digital Fitness Influencers as Product Endorsers. Athenea Digital, 21(1), e2614. 
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Introduction
The advancement of technologies in recent years has provided new social, economic
and cultural mentalities and behaviors that reflect the lives of individuals in a Digital
Age marked by the internet and social media. Thanks to this scenario, the ways of in-
teracting have been extended (Holt, 2016), making it possible for one person to com-
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municate and influence over thousands of other people (Mangold & Faulds, 2009) in
favor or against products and brands to be consumed.
In this constant process of online interaction, individuals become more active,
participating in building the perception of others about what companies are and what
they offer. Many of these individuals “are gaining a large share of voice in the market”
(Booth & Matic, 2011, p. 184) with their online profiles on Facebook, Instagram, Twit-
ter or YouTube, acquiring millions of followers who are willing to adopt and be en-
gaged daily from posts, being effectively influenced in terms of choices and behaviors.
To these users of digital media with thousands of followers is given the name of di -
gital influencers (Araujo et al., 2016; Roth & Zawadzki, 2018).
Companies already recognize the digital influencers as opinion leaders who medi-
ate the transmission of information, facilitating its dissemination to their online fol-
lowers (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014). Therefore, they are viewed by organizations as poten-
tial brand ambassadors who convey messages seen by consumers as more trustworthy
and attractive because of their more engaged relationship with them (Lim et al., 2017).
In fact, these new celebrities become role models for their followers, being called upon
by organizations to show themselves on social networks (Sibilia, 2008), in a constant
process of communication that affects brand equity. Despite this, academic researches
on social media influencers and on their practical implications are relatively scarce
(Godey et al., 2016; Almeida et al., 2018).
Digital influencers represent new possibilities for brand endorsement, bringing
different configurations in relation to traditional communication strategies in terms of
speed, reach, information flow and engagement. For this reason, in this paper, we aim
to analyze the endorsement process of brands and products carried out by digital in-
fluencers in their online profiles, having as a research field the fitness market. This
market encourages people “to evaluate and work on their bodies in the context of con-
sumer fitness culture — in commercial health clubs and the fitness media, and through
personal fitness services” (Maguire, 2008, p. 3). The role of digital influencers in this
scenario is to show muscular,  good shape, and agile bodies, capable of performing
seemingly impossible physical exercises;  their bodies are avatars of brand value to
communicate  products  and  services  (Powers  & Greenwell,  2016)  creating an  ideal
body image by just posting videos and pictures in social media (Belinska, 2018). The
exposure of the digital influencers from their bodies guides their followers to adopt
the premise ‘my body is my temple!’, leading them to have a life style based on beha-
viors and consumptions of different products that will help them perhaps to achieve
the ideal shape. Therefore, there is an understanding that the body, with its exposure
value, is a commodity (Han, 2012/2018).
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Thus, the basic question underlying this investigation is how the digital fitness in-
fluencers endorse products and brands in their online profiles. Does this process fol-
low a structured path? What are the characteristics of the posts? Which ones tend to
have a stronger influence on followers? We begin our inquiry with a look at prior re-
search on Social media and the digital influencers and then proceed to a brief discus-
sion of the fitness and the body.
Social media and the digital influencers
Social Media is defined most simply as “a collection of websites and applications de-
signed to build and enhance online communities for networking and sharing informa-
tion” (Osborne-Gowey, 2014, p. 55). It is, therefore, a set of network communication
platforms that operate thanks to the internet, having as examples Facebook, Twitter,
Tumblr, Instagram, YouTube, Bloggers, among others (Meikle, 2016).
These platforms are highly interactive and enable people to communicate, collab-
orate, and share content, having a global audience with almost immediate response
times (Power, 2014). Consequently, social media is perceived as channel of interaction
that has convenience, wide availability and low cost for those involved (Uzunoglu &
Kip, 2014; Momany & Alshboul 2016; Roth & Zawadzki, 2018). It is a spreadable media
that generates more engagement and empowerment of individuals, especially in their
role as consumers (Fuchs, 2014/2017). It is precisely through social networks that daily
virtual interactions are carried out, giving opportunities for consumers to learn about
opinions, skills and lives of others (Vogel et al, 2015).
The sociability on digital platforms has a considerable representation in the pro-
jection of  the individual,  significantly expanding behaviors of  social  differentiation
and reference of the person, modifying patterns of daily life (Castells, 2011). Such net-
work sociability brings possibilities, but also many communication noises generated
by excess, by the wide-open and mysterious exposure (Han, 2012/2018).
Using more and more social media, people feel engaged with the brands they use
and with other consumers (Hanna et al., 2011), creating relationships and interactions
that guide to the consumption of products and the identification with specific enter-
prises and individuals (Booth & Matic, 2011). In this scenario of engagement, the di-
gital influencers stand out. They expose their daily lives from social media with pho-
tos, videos and texts that show their consumer choices, practices, and opinions, treat-
ing intimacy as a spectacle, a show of self (Sibilia, 2008). Through regularly contact
with a large audience (Liu et al., 2012), they seem more accessible and closer to people
than traditional media artists; they are seen as ‘people like us’ and ‘friends’ of their
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followers (Meyers, 2017), provoking and inspiring people, being a reference for them.
This proximity, however, does not extract the celebrity status of influencers, but rein-
forces the idea that anyone can be famous by winning a more or less comprehensive
showcase (Sibilia, 2010).
For  this  reason,  these  influencers  receive  offers  from  companies  to  advertise
goods and services in their posts (Almeida et al., 2018). They are sponsored to indicate
brands and products, crediting the quality and benefits of these in a spontaneous and
natural way (Centeno & Wang, 2017; Jin & Phua, 2014). Thereby, their audience are
more likely to follow their recommendations by understanding that the proclaimed
message is more trustworthy and attractive (Lim et al., 2017). At the same time, digital
influencers offer their images to the endorsed product, transferring, extending their
characteristics, identities and meanings to that advertised good or service (Belk, 1988,
2014).
When such a message is exposed through photographs and filming, the endorse-
ment of the brand is also made from the appearance, having in the body its main
source of signification. The role of the corporeal and the lifestyle it imposes are topics
discussed in the following section.
The fitness and the body
The body is  understood as  a spectacle  that  carries  meanings in the contemporary
world, being described as an individual and collective place (Goellner, 2008), involved
in social and cultural dimensions that justify the efforts of consumers in favor of their
improvement, considering that:
Our bodies are sources of concern. Proclamations from health experts and
our experience of stress, aging, and disease raise concerns about how well —
and for how long — our bodies work. At the same time, daily interactions
with others and with media images remind us that we are judged based on
our bodily appearances and performances. (Maguire, 2002, p. 449)
Individuals reveal characteristics of identity, tastes, processes of choice and aspir-
ations through their bodies. The subject’s own perception, experience and feeling are
given through the body that serves as a mediator of the individual’s internal and ex-
ternal domain. It is precisely a molded, co-constructed body that receives marks from
other bodies, contributing to the establishment among individuals of durable disposi-
tions,  reinforcing the process  of  bodily  adjustment  imposed by society (Fontanille,
2019).
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Thus, the search for a body that meets social and media demands for appearance
and performance has boosted the development of the fitness lifestyle. It is character-
ized by exercises, many of them bodybuilding taken to the extreme; diets and even
cosmetic surgeries (Crossley, 2005). In the daily life of the consumer who adopts such
a way of life, the body is understood as a source of identification and subjectivation,
directing behaviors and sociability that reinforce the uniformity of the bodies through
a muscular referential or good shape (Bisma et al., 2017; Sueitti & Sueitti, 2015), in-
volving a move away from obesity and the promotion of an active lifestyle supple-
mented by vigorous exercises (Albinsson et al., 2017).
The fitness style is a reflect of contextual norms about an idealized body, produ-
cing stigmas for those whose corporeal element is not considered acceptable (Wedow
et al., 2017), inducing of body exposure that must reflect beauty, health, sensuality and
success that standardize gestures and practices (Goellner,  2008),  being treated as a
commodity (Han, 2012/2018). In consequence it is necessary to expose the body, com-
municating self-care, effectiveness in bodybuilding practices, “dedication, evangelism
and self-transformation” (Powers & Greenwell, 2016, p. 529). Fitness practices involve
a sharp discipline can generate pain and abdication, but also happiness and transform-
ation that create a life narrative (Scott et al., 2017). Social networks are important tools
to disseminate these narratives, making it possible to expose the body through video
and photo posts (Belinska, 2018).
Method
The postings of digital fitness influencers who act as brand endorsers are investigated
in this study, with the objective to analyze this virtual endorsement process. Among
the existing social networks, it was opted to analyze the postings on Instagram.
The social networking website Instagram consists of profiles which users and
brands use to post photos or videos with short descriptions and often at least
one hashtag (a key word relating to the contents of the message, preceded by
the symbol #). Users can also make use of built-in filters to edit a photo be-
fore they publish it. (Roth & Zawadzki, 2018, p. 103)
This platform focuses especially on the visual appeal from the photographs and
on the number of followers that each profile has, being especially efficient in the B2C
communication (Roth & Zawadzki, 2018). In addition, its popularity has grown in re-
cent years. According to Hannah Kuchler (2017), Instagram is adding 100 million users
and 1 million advertisers every four months. It also enables integration with other so-
cial  networks by sharing user  posts  to other  platforms such as  Facebook,  Twitter,
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Tumblr and Flickr. Instagram allows users to like and com-
ment  posts  as  well,  making  these  actions  indicators  of
communication efficiency, of the degree of interaction that
the user profile has and of their popularity.
A specific profile of digital influencer was selected, ad-
hering following criteria: a) has a fitness lifestyle, b) has
more than 1 million of followers on Instagram, and c) ad-
vertises goods and services on his/her profile. In addition
to these criteria, it was sought to analyze influencers who
had the same nationality and gender, in order to observe
possible similarities in the endorsed products, in the forms
of communication and in the public that follows the influ-
encer. Thus, three Brazilian1 female digital influencers con-
sidered fitness models or muses were selected for this qual-
itative  research,  they  are:  Juliana  Salimeni,  Gabriela
Pugliesi and Alice Matos (See figure 1).
These influencers meet the criteria demanded by the
research. In addition, they have considerable differences in
terms of number of followers. Such a difference can be im-
portant  in  the  development  of  the  communication
strategies that the influencers adopt and in the attractive-
ness of them to the companies. This diversity contributes
to an in-depth analysis of the forms of postings and the
online interaction generated by profiles with more than a
million followers.
The posts made by Juliana, Gabriela and Alice during
a  month  (October  1st  to  November  1st,  2018)  that  involved  the  announcement  of
brands and products were analyzed using the Semiotic image analysis that aims to
identify the system of signs involved in the image and its description in order to find
out how they produce meaning (Penn, 2000). Following the guidelines described by
Gemma Penn (2000), a dissection of the image followed by its articulation or recon-
struction was performed. The steps were identification and cataloging of material ele-
ments (denotative inventory) and analysis of higher significance levels, starting with a
1 The choice for Brazil reflects the growth of the fitness market in the country. According to the IHRSA (Interna-
tional Health, Racquet & Sportsclub Association) Global Report published in 2017, Brazil is the second country
with the largest number of gyms in the world, reaching a total of 34,509 establishments, and ranks fourth in the
world ranking with 9.6 million consumers of this type of service, reflecting a concern of the Brazilian population
to take care of the appearance, generating demand in the segments of beauty and fitness in particular (IHRSA,
2017).
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Figure 1. Instagram Profiles of Di-
gital Fitness Influencers
Source: Salimeni (n.d.), Pugliesi (n.d.),
Matos (n.d. ).
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connotative understanding of what was described in the previous phase. At the end, a
mental map was developed for each influencer using the Xmind 8 software to summa-
rize the connotative aspects shown in her images and texts on Instagram. The authors
acted as validation judges of all the analysis process, arguing and adjusting the results
of this step. It was collected a total of 63 posts with images and texts that endorsed







Juliana Salimeni 24 01/12/18 20
Gabriela Pugliesi 23 02/12/18 19
Alice Matos 16 03/12/18 13
TOTAL 63 52
* Instagram (version for android and IOS) stopped showing the number 
of likes in photos in Brazil since 2019. However, until now, in the web 
version of Instagram it is still possible to access the posts and view the 
number of likes.
** from October 1st to November 1st, 2018
Table 1. Characteristics of posts selected for semiotic image analysis
Such  technique  made  possible  the  analysis  and  discussion  of  collected  data
presented in the following section.
Analysis and Discussion
In this section are the findings of the research, divided into:  Characteristics of en-
dorsed brands and products, and Analysis of Posts. A subsection was also developed
with the main findings of the research, and the mental map of the posts.
Characteristics of endorsed brands and products
During the period of one month the analyzed influencers posted images and texts that
endorsed brands and products from different segments. In total, 52 companies were
announced through the demonstration of  their  product,  its  use and its  description
made by the digital influencer. Juliana Salimeni endorsed 20 brands in the 24 posts
made, highlighting 8 times the women’s clothing company ‘Chocolate Doce’. In turn,
Gabriela Pugliesi announced 19 brands in her 23 posts, emphasizing 4 times the com-
pany ‘Body for sure’ specialized in fitness style clothing and beachwear. Lastly, Alice
Matos  endorsed  13  organizations  in  the  16  posts  she  made,  citing  the  brand  of
sportwear  ‘Labellamafia’  6  times.  Therefore,  among  the  digital  influencers,  Juliana
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stands out for having more posts and endorsing more brands than the others. This ele-
ment reflects the organizations’ interest in having their names and products displayed
on the Instagram profile followed daily by more than 13 million people, facilitating the
dissemination of information about the product (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014) and the desire
of possess it with the aid of the image of its endorser.
From the endorsements made by the digital influencers, 13 initial categories of
announced products were established. These categories were grouped into 5 broad cat-
egories, showing the segments of promoted goods and services (See table 2).











Healthy, fit or natural food 16









Beauty and Fitness Events 8
11
Communication media and service 3
Table 2. Products categories
Clothing was the category most endorsed by the digital fitness influencers (32 an-
nouncements — 39%). It is formed by products that dress and ornament the body, in-
volving clothes suitable for the practice of exercises (clothes fit), casual clothes, foot-
wear, underwear and beachwear, and accessories such as earrings and glasses. The
second most advertised category was food (22-26,8%), represented by supplements and
healthy, natural and/or organic foods, without sugar, gluten, fat, oil and lactose. The
aesthetic and cosmetic (11) and communication (11) categories represented each 13,4%
of the posts, in which the first category groups bodybuilding activities (personal train-
ers services) and body care from the use of goods and services aimed at the beauty
market,  such  as  hair  products,  beauty  clinics,  beauty  salons,  costume  designer,
makeup artist and manicurist. In turn, the category of communication is comprised of
activities for the dissemination of fitness and beauty fairs and events, media such as
magazines and TV channels, and communication services such as marketing agencies.
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Finally, the travel category encompasses facilities and transportation services such as
hotel accommodations, airfare and luxury car rentals (6-7,3%).
Thus, all the brands and products announced by the digital influencers commu-
nicate from the endorser elements linked to the care of the body, the cult to the beauty
of the form and the shape, and the status generated from it (Crossley, 2005; Maguire,
2002; Powers & Greenwell, 2016). Thereby, the endorsed products in the posts help in
the exposure of the fitness lifestyle, reflecting from the body the beauty, health, sensu-
ality and success (Goellner, 2008) of these digital influencers.
Analysis of Posts
The postings  made  by  digital  influencers  involved  photographs,  texts,  emojis,  and
hashtags. All these elements were considered for the Semiotic Analysis of the image to
be performed. In a spreadsheet, the denotative and connotative inventories of each in-
fluencer were developed, highlighting in bold the main themes and characteristics that
gave rise to categories in a mental map. In the table 3, it is showed how the denotative
and connotative descriptions were made.
Post 5 of Gabriela Pugliesi Date: 08/10/2018
Text: The silence and the contact
with nature increasingly refine 
our attunement to the universe. 
We perceive our insignificance 
in the face of the greatness of 
life! Good morning (emoji of the
hands together- prayer) (emoji 
of the plant in the earth) @body-
forsure
(Pugliesi,  2018a,  own  transla-
tion)
Denotative aspect of image: Young, lean female figure in a yoga position, looks concentrated. 
Right hand is resting on the floor covered by a small rug, holding the body upright, raised 
hips, left leg slightly bent to the floor, and right leg extended, with right foot touching the 
floor with the rug. The left arm is lifted upward and the woman’s face follows the direction of 
that arm (as if looking up at the sky). Hair caught, and tattoos left arm. Tight top and workout
pants in light gray, dark, black and orange coloring the slender body of the woman. The set-
ting is apparently a wooden bridge, with “railing” in blue metal arabesques and in the back-
ground a greyish forest.
Denotative aspect of text: Greeting followers through the good morning, use emojis and 
quote the brand of clothing she is using in this photo.
Connotative aspect: Body in motion, attunement, yoga — Connection with nature, universe 
and with all living beings. Motivational phrase linked to the meaning of life — connection be-
tween beings, peace expressed by silence and concentration. Body as an extension of the con-
nection with nature. Hand on the ground — approach with nature. Idea of Mother Earth — In-
dian culture — PachaMama. Essence of being is nature, the earth, which implies sustenance, 
fertility. Clothing appropriate to the occasion, it is an extension of the purpose of the activity. 
Clothing as second skin and tattoos as an expression of bodily freedom.
Table 3. Example of denotative and connotative inventory for each post
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Through this analyze process, we have identified four
general categories in the practice of product endorsement
conducted by digital fitness influencers in their profiles on
Instagram; they are: body exposure, body extension, inter-
action  with  followers,  and  interaction  with  products/
brands. These categories are described in the following sec-
tions from each analyzed digital fitness influencer.
Juliana Salimeni
Most  of  photographs  posted  by  Juliana  highlighted  her
muscular body, the care with it, and her status of fitness
muse through endorsed products (See figure 2).
Her body exposure reaffirms the fitness lifestyle adop-
ted by Juliana (Sueitti & Sueitti, 2015; Bisma et al., 2017).
Such online exposition enables  a  narrative  of  life  (Scott,
Cayla  & Cova,  2017)  that  communicates the effort for  a
bodily self-transformation (Powers & Greenwell,  2016, p.
529).  Her muscle body can be described as an hourglass
shape, (shoulders and hips on the same line and thin waist)
which is understood as an ideal representation of the sen-
suous female body. This sensuality is also reflected in the
clothes endorsed by Juliana. They are just and shape the
body, serving as second skin, getting it exposed from the
duality between the naturism of the semi-naked body and
the efforts for its modeling; between the innate versus the
acquired body.
Juliana’s  exposed  body  also  reflects  her  sensuality
through  her  hair  (See  figure  3,  post  11).  The  long  hair
adopted by this influencer is associated with eroticism and
femininity,  thanks  to  the  description  given  by  Roman
mythology to the goddess of love Venus, a female figure
with long hair. In addition, the color of Juliana’s hair is de-
scribed in posts  as  platinum, an expensive  and precious
metal.  Therefore,  this  color  symbolizes  power,  luxury,
wealth and distinction. The exposed body also communi-
cates freedom, either by the tattoos that Juju Salimeni pos-
sesses, among them that of a diamond in the arm (power,
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Post 2 — 02/10/2018
Post 6 — 05/10/2018
Post 13 — 19/10/2018
* From top to bottom: clothing advert-
isement photo; food supplements ad-
vertisement photo; and clothing ad-
vertisement photo.
Figure 2. Muscular body of Juliana
Salimeni
Source: Salimeni (2018a, 2018b, 2018c)
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wealth, and distinction) (See figure 3, post 17), and by the
posts in which the body is shown in movement. This bod-
ily  freedom  reflects  the  innumerable  possibilities  in  re-
building the corporeal, having in the body the main source
of efforts (Maguire, 2002), making it a permanent sketch.
Beyond to exposure, the body and its meanings have
been extended to products used and endorsed by the di-
gital influencer (Belk, 1988, 2014). The wealth and the dis-
tinction are extended from the rents of luxury cars and the
golden jewelry and accessories used by Juliana that refer
(or are) to gold, metal associated with power, high status
and magnificence (See figure 3, post 10). Already the sen-
suality  is  extended  by  the  use  of  high  heels  and  dark
glasses, besides the clothes. Finally, in a cause and effect
relationship,  the exposed body is extended by body care
through the following products: vitamins and food supple-
ments  for  muscles,  fit  foods  (See  figure 3,  post  10),  aes-
thetic procedures and sneakers appropriate for bodybuild-
ing.
In  addition  to  the  exposed  body  and  its  extended
meanings for endorsed products, the posts reveal the inter-
action between the influencer and the brand/good/service
and between the influencer and his followers. In the first
theme, three elements were observed: i) the product expo-
sure — the photographs posted by the fitness influencer
were of the product being shown (See figure 4, post 9) or
used by her (See figure 4, post 23) or the image of the prod-
ucts without Juliana’s appearance (See figure 4, post 22).
The post 22 was even the only one which contained a
photograph without the presence of the influencer in it. It
was also the post that got the fewest likes (7.695) and com-
ments (132) among the 24 published by Juliana on Insta-
gram. This finding indicates that the efficiency of endorse-
ment in terms of interaction is best achieved through post-
ings that bring the image of the digital influencer because
she acts as an avatar of brand value (Powers & Greenwell,
2016) and is the main source of interest of followers. ii) 
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Post 11 — 16/10/2018
Post 10 — 13/10/2018
Post 17 — 26/10/2018
* From top to bottom: Mega-hair ad-
vertisement photo; Gold accessories 
and advertisement of coffee/chocol-
ate/cappuccino without sugar, gluten 
and fat photo; and High heel and dia-
mond tattoo on the arm — Clothing 
advertisement photo.
Figure 3. Body exposure and Body
Extension — Juliana Salimeni
Source: Salimeni (2018d, 2018e, 2018f) 
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Post 9 — 11/10/2018 Post 22 — 30/10/2018 Post 23 — 31/10/2018
* From left to  right:  Fit  food advertisement  photo;  Tennis  advertisement  photo;  and Sunglasses  advertisement
photo.
Figure 4. Products exposure — Juliana Salimeni
Source: Salimeni (2018g, 2018h, 2018i)
The relationship with companies — in addition to endorsing the brands, Juliana
also owns two brands that she advertises (an esthetic clinic and a women’s clothing
company) and is a business partner of at least one other. All of them were cited by Ju-
liana in the post text, being described throughout the sentence or just mentioned with
the use of the hashtag; and  iii) emotions she expressed about the products — some
parts of the messages revealed Juliana’s avowed feelings about them (See table 4).
Emotion Text
Affection/love
Post 11: (mega hair advertisement) What perfection are the luxury mega hairs of @to-
dalindamegahairoficial!! I love it because they are super practical and you can take it and
put it on your own, anywhere !! (Salimeni, 2018d, own translation)
Desire
Post 15: (dress advertisement) […] I just did not want to take it anymore (emoji cackling
with tears) and you’re still going to see me repeat a looooooot!! (two emoji of two pink
hearts) (Salimeni, 2018j, own translation)
Dependency Post 12: (peanut paste advertisement)  […] That I do not live without,  it  is  love affair
(emoji with red heart) #mandubim #proveaddiction (Salimeni, 2018k, own translation)
Happiness/Proud
Post 4: (Car rental advertising) Our days in Orlando were even cooler because we had the
support  of @floridarentalcar who booked a huge and super stylish car for our whole
guys!! (Salimeni, 2018l, own translation)
Post 14: (Fitness fair advertisement) We are very proud to be ambassadors of this fair that
has already become a reference in the fitness world !! (Salimeni, 2018m, own translation)
Table 4. Emotions Juliana Salimeni expressed about the products
The emotions described by this digital influencer were all positive and communic-
ate to the followers that she does not endorse the products only, but also uses them in
her daily live, acquiring appreciation for them, leading to feelings of affection, love,
desire, happiness, pride and even dependence. Such elements of influencer proximity
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with the brand/product can make followers see the message as more trustworthy and
attractive (Lim et al., 2017).
As for the interaction between influencer and followers, Juliana Salimeni commu-
nicated with them in a spontaneous and natural way (Jin & Phua, 2014; Centeno &
Wang,  2017)  through six  types  of  messages:  motivational  Phrases,  questions,  prize






Beauty- Post 1: (modeling belt advertisement) […] I’m totally in favor of everything that can 
help us feel more beautiful!! (Salimeni, 2018n, own translation)
Determination: Post 17: (dress advertisement) The beautiful is to see you fight, believe, nothing
shakes a brave heart. The beautiful thing is to see you resist. See you against logic. No dark 
scares a soul full of hope. (Salimeni, 2018f, own translation)
Questions Post 2: (Clothing advertisement) Is it cute girls? (Salimeni, 2018a, own translation)
Prize draw Post 9: (Fit food advertisement) DRAW REALIZED!! (Salimeni, 2018g, own translation)
Promotional 
codes
Post 5: (Food Supplement advertisement) […] Use my JUJU10 coupon of discount at www.ofi-
cialfarma.com.br (emoji of arm tensioning the biceps) (Salimeni, 2018o, own translation)
Instructions
Product features — Post 10: (Fit food advertisement) […] The whole functional line of coffee, 
chocolate and cappuccino is zero sugar, zero gluten and zero fat (Salimeni, 2018e, own transla-
tion)
Product benefits — Post 16: (Food Supplement advertisement) This product is already the dar-
ling of athletes and fitness guys because they FIGHT EFFECTIVELY THE LOCATED FAT! (Sal-
imeni, 2018f, own translation)
Where to find the products — Post 22: (sneakers advertisement) They are all for sale in the 
physical store of @hardcorefootwear or by the site www.hardcorefootwear.com.br (sky emoji 
with three stars) (emoji of gray sneakers) (Salimeni, 2018h, own translation)
Invitations
Post 13: (Fitness Fair and clothing advertisement) I’ll be there at the booth of @chocolatedoce-
oficial using the most beautiful looks we prepared for you! I’ll wait for you there, huh ?? (Sali-
meni, 2018c, own translation)
Table 5. Types of interaction — Juliana Salimeni
The motivational phrases aimed to encourage followers to make them determined
for their purposes, including to achieve the desired beauty through any good, service
and behavior that leads to this intended purpose. The questions and invitations appar-
ently aimed to lead the followers to interact through the comments, establishing a dia-
logue from the post, aiming to generate greater engagement (Fuchs, 2014/2017). Thus,
the instructions were intended to clarify potential followers’ questions about the fea-
tures and benefits of the endorsed products, as well as their points of sale, mediating
the transmission of information between company and consumer (Uzunoglu & Kip,
2014). Lastly, the prize draw and the promotional codes aimed to offer some advant-
age, some benefit to the followers. Therefore, the posting of the prize draw (post 9)
was the most liked (232.344) and most commented (95.964) among the posts made by
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Juliana, appearing as strategy that reached the greatest in-
teraction of the audience.
Gabriela Pugliesi
Most  of  photos  highlighted  her  connection with  nature,
her  body as  part  of  the  environment  and  the tuning of
these ideals with the endorsed products (See figure 5).
Gabriela’s body exposed in the posts is,  therefore,  a
form of connection with the nature, highlighting the idea
of Mother Earth represented in the indigenous culture as
PachaMama, divinity related to a female figure who cre-
ates, who produces everything, showing the need for the
bodily and identity connection with the nature that puri-
fies and binds the humans to their origins. As a reflection
of this world view, her body is slim and lean, reflecting the
spirituality and balance sought from practices, such as Pil-
ates and yoga. Consequently, the muscles are not so appar-
ent, because the central main of this influencer is to expose
a philosophy of life that generates health and a good shape
(Maguire, 2008; Bisma et al., 2017).
The clothes used by Gabriela represent a second skin,
modeling  and  exposing  the  body,  but  offering  mobility,
comfort  and  convenience  for  the  activities  performed.
These products are extensions of the purposes of the activ-
ity itself, linked to the freedom of the body in motion, an
agile body as a result of an active lifestyle (Albinsson et al.,
2017;  Powers & Greenwell,  2016).  At the same time, the
clothes  reveal  the semi-naked body,  sign of  the adopted
naturism, showing the youth, reaffirming the idea of fertil-
ity  and  femininity  and  freedom  through  tattoos.  The
clothes highlight the sensuality of the body too (See figure
5, post 13) and reaffirm the connection with the natural
from the process of making the hand, as in the knitwear
endorsed  by  Gabriela  (See  figure  5,  posts  2  and 11).  As
soon, the body exposure of this digital fitness influencer is
based on freedom, connection with nature and less muscu-
lar body format.
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Post 2 — 01/10/2018
Post 11 — 17/10/2018
Post 13 — 19/10/2018
* From top to bottom: Clothing ad-
vertisement photo; Clothing advert-
isement photo; and underwear advert-
isement photo.
Figure 5. The body and the nature —
Gabriela Pugliesi
Source: Pugliesi (2018b, 2018c, 2018d)
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The meanings of the exposed body are transferred and
exported to the products advertised by the digital influen-
cer (Belk, 1988, 2014). As already mentioned, some clothes
are made with natural raw materials which externalize the
connective aspect with nature and the quest for comfort in
dress.  In  particular,  six  posts  by  Gabriela  bring  photo-
graphs of her in bikinis, revealing her body and her con-
nection to the beach, with the sea as a ritual of cleansing
and bodily and mental purification (See figure 6, post 7).
Along with this, is added the announcement of resorts that
make this contact with nature.
She also  reveals  the  care  to  the  body from the en-
dorsement of certain categories of goods and services. Fit
food is associated with the natural foods that quench the
body and the soul, which purify the being through food as
a ritual (See figure 6, post 15) in a process of sharing and
communion.  This  communion is  also  extended from the
collective practice of physical exercise and practice of Yoga
(See figure 6, post 21) that refer to the idea of bodily free-
dom, movement, comfort and meditation, linked to the bal-
ance between body and spirit. Thus, the products endorsed
by Gabriela  help  in  the  adoption  and maintenance  of  a
philosophy experienced by the influencer that transforms
body and mind and guides her online narratives (Scott et
al., 2017).
The postings also point to an interaction between in-
fluencer and brand/product composed by three elements: i)
the  product  exposure  —  the  photographs  published  by
Gabriela were of the product being shown (See figure 7,
post 18) or used by her (See figure 7, post 9) or the image
of the good/service with the influencer and other people
(See figure 7, post 14).
Posts with photographs showing the influencer using
the product  generated the greatest  interactions with the
public,  demonstrating  that  this  exposure  strategy  is  the
most efficient in terms of audience engagement. Post 9, for
example,  had  the  highest  number  of  likes  (127,536)  and
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Post 7 — 10/10/2018
Post 15 — 21/10/2018
Post 21 — 29/10/2018
* From top to bottom: Hotel resort and
bikini advertisement photo; Fit food 
advertisement photo; and Yoga — 
Clothing advertisement photo.
Figure 6. Body Extension — Gabriela
Pugliesi
Source: Pugliesi (2018e, 2018f, 2018g)
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comments (834) among the analyzed posts by bringing an endorsement to the bikini
Gabriela used in photography. It can also be considered that in bringing this image
with a good part of the body of the exposed influencer, the post drew more attention
from the followers, demonstrating the importance of exposing the body for the most
efficient process of attraction and communication in the profiles of digital fitness influ-
encers, corroborating with Jennifer Maguire’s (2002) premise that the appearance and
performance corporal are means of attraction, judgments and stigma.
The post 18 in which the product is only shown by the influencer received the
least number of likes (6,911) and the post 14, that presents a photograph of a fitness
center service, received the smallest amount of comments (30). For the first, the low
interaction may have been due to the role of influencer in the ad; she appears dis-
creetly, emphasizing the product; the second reveals a somewhat confused photograph
with many people and therefore a lot of visual information, which can generate dis-
comfort in the understanding of the message communicated. These two elements con-
tribute to the understanding that the endorser should be featured in the posted photo-
graph, acting as the unique avatar of the product advertised (Powers & Greenwell,
2016). ii) relationship with companies — Gabriela acts only as endorser of the brands
and products disclosed, citing them in her texts through phrases, markings and hash-
tags, and iii) the emotions — this influencer expressed in her text posts some emotions
about the endorsed products (See table 6).
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Post 18 — 22/10/2018 Post 9 — 15/10/2018 Post 14 — 20/10/2018
* From left to right: Vegetal drink advertisement photo; Bikini advertisement photo; and Physical Fitness Center ad-
vertisement photo.
Figure 7. Products exposure — Gabriela Pugliesi
Source: Pugliesi (2018h, 2018i, 2018j)
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Emotion Text
Affection/love
Post 12: (fitness clothing advertisement) When @bodyforsure is gym look and day too! I love
it! (Pugliesi, 2018k, own translation)
Post 15: (fit food advertisement)  Love Bowl! I love to mix everything that  is healthy and
nourish my energy body and soul. (Pugliesi, 2018f, own translation)
Desire Post 8: (resort advertisement) One quarter of that (thought balloon emoji)  (Pugliesi,  2018l,
own translation)
Irresistibility
Post 20: (fit sweet advertisement) Seriously now: Take the @docemaisfit of coconut kiss and
leave it in the freezer for a few minutes! OMG (eight emojis of passionate faces) (Pugliesi,
2018m, own translation)
Happiness
Post 10: (health sweet popcorn advertisement) Do you Want to make me happy? Give me
some sweet popcorn! I’ve been crazy since I was little! Anyone who has tasted @senho-
rapipoca (this one is with whey cacao I don’t have words!) knows what I’m talking about!
(Pugliesi, 2018n, own translation)
Table 6. Emotions Gabriela Pugliesi expressed about the products
The feelings described by this influencer communicate that she uses the products
and not just endorse them. As in the case of Juliana Salimeni, Gabriela shows satisfac-
tion in announcing them, since she appreciates and develops a relationship with the
good, service and brand that brings happiness, love, desire and irresistibility to her. By
appearing to use the product, the message posted seems to gain more credibility and
trust from followers (Lim et al., 2017). By stating that she uses the product, Gabriela
gives opportunities for the followers learn about her opinions and life (Vogel et al.,
2015), arousing the desire of her audience to consume this product in order to acquire
some similarity  with  the  digital  fitness  influencer,  serving as  inspiration for  them
(Meyers, 2017).
Finally, the theme of interaction of the influencer with her followers in the posts
was developed from Gabriela’s texts. Four types of messages have been identified: mo-
tivational Phrases, questions, promotional codes and instructions (See table 7).
In these types of message, Gabriela tried to give as much information as possible
about the goods and services endorsed acting well in the role of information interme-
diary, facilitating their dissemination to her online followers (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014).
The instructions go beyond the features and benefits of the products, including how to
use them, where to get them and where to find more information about it.
The questions  posed  by  Gabriela  aim to  generate  interactions  with  followers
through comments about the product that can express the opinion of the user about it
in a spontaneous and natural way (Centeno & Wang, 2017; Jin & Phua, 2014). The
strategy of promotional codes, in this turn, is an incentive for followers to acquire the
advertised good or service with the benefit of discounts granted, it is an advantage
perceived by those who follow the influencer’s Instagram profile. Finally, the motiva-
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tional phrases reflect Gabriela’s own lifestyle, based on the search for a spirituality
that connects the human being and nature, which must be lived daily, emphasizing the
role of the present in the transformation of the body and the soul. Therefore, elements
of  determination  and  linked  to  the  premise  of  Carpe  Diem  are  witnessed  in  the
phrases posted by the digital influencer. With such phrases, Gabriela reinforces her
role as an endorser by provoking and inspiring people, being a reference for them
(Meyers, 2017).
Alice Matos
Alice’s posts highlighted her body as a result of an effort that dignifies her, which de-
serves to be shown and reaffirmed from the endorsed products (See figure 8).
She exposes her defined belly and large bosoms as symbols of success and sensu-
ality through her muscles, because they communicate her determination, her bodily






Carpe Diem/Determination — Post  1:  (Clothing  advertisement)  “Monday I  start”  has ar-
rived!! Go! (hand emoji making peace sign) @bodyforsure (Pugliesi, 2018o, own translation)
Nature Connection — Post 5: (Clothing advertisement) Silence and contact with nature in-
creasingly refines our attunement to the universe. We perceive our insignificance in the face of
the greatness of life! (Pugliesi, 2018a, own translation)
Spirituality —  Post  13:  (underwear  advertisement)  Who  ever  looked  up  to  heaven  and
thanked you today? (emoji hands together - praying) (emoji red heart). (Pugliesi, 2018d, own
translation)
Questions Post 4: (fit sweet advertisement) Have you ever tried the sweet of açaí without sugar of @fini -brasil ?! (Pugliesi, 2018p, own translation)
Promotional 
codes
Post 3: (manicure advertisement) […] And look what a marvel: For the first users who use the
coupon “PUGLI12” the service of manicure will have a discount of 5 reais!  (Pugliesi,  2018q,
own translation)
Instructions
Product features — Post 18: (Fit food advertisement) […] Now, have you ever tasted brewed
coffee with @cajueirodobrasil?! This Duolat is a drink of chestnut and peanut, purine, yummy,
creamy and very tasty! (Pugliesi, 2018h, own translation)
Product benefits — Post 16: (tea advertisement) I love it because it is practical,  functional,
neutral taste and also because I drink tea every day of my life, it’s ritual!! It is a mixture of the
gods for health and metabolism! (Pugliesi, 2018r, own translation)
Where to find the products — Post 12: (clothing advertisement) […] The store is amazing, in
Oscar Freire avenue in SP, come to know! Thus, it has a store in Iguatemi in Campinas (emoji
red heart) (Pugliesi, 2018k, own translation)
How to use the product — Post 22: It’s coconut water powder. 100% natural! Just mix with
water and you’re done! #5DcocoPure #NaturalDeVerdade (Pugliesi, 2018s, own translation)
Where to find more information about the product — Post 18 (fit food advertisement) […]
In the Instagram of them has several legal information on the qualities of the vegetable drink
[…] Cheers (emoji cup of coffee)! (Pugliesi, 2018h, own translation)
Table 7. Types of interaction — Gabriela Pugliesi
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hanced by exposing her breasts as symbols of fertility and
femininity,  more  also  freedom,  feminism and  empower-
ment. Alice’s body represents her trophy, her greatest suc-
cess. For this reason, the photos in which she stands it out
are  the most  liked by her followers.  The post  8,  for ex-
ample, was the most liked (146,616) and commented (2,503)
post  among  Alice’s  others  analyzed,  demonstrating  the
greater efficiency of endorsement when the digital influen-
cer shows her body advertising the product, recognizing it
as a means of spreading a more persuasive and compelling
message (Kapitan & Silvera, 2016).
By  the  way,  she  uses  clothing  that  highlight  her
achievements, modeling her body as a second skin, using
them as an extension of the purpose of the activity too (See
Figure 8, post 2). From the clothed dresses, Alice external-
izes her youth and the acquired body, there is no relation
to the natural or innate, everything is reflected in the de-
termination and the daily focus, in vigorous exercises (Al-
binsson et al., 2017) in favor of the body seen as ideal of
her corporal success. Then, the freedom is reflected in the
moving  body  through  the  exercises  done  to  reach  the
goals. This determination is also a reflection of the profes-
sional success of the digital influencer who is entrepren-
eurial in the field of women’s fitness clothing (See figure 8,
post 10).
The influencer’s body meanings are extended in the
products  she  advertises  in  her  posts  (Belk,  1988,  2014).
There is evidence for the care of the corporeal from the use
of various products such as dietary supplements and vit-
amins, fit foods like pasta, chocolate and sweets that allow
Alice to eat without feeling guilty (See figure 9, post 14)
and the coach and bodybuilding, all goods and services fo-
cused on the fitness lifestyle (Crossley, 2005). Thus, there is
a search for fashion trends from fairs and events (See fig-
ure 9, post 9) and for high-tech products in the construc-
tion of muscular and well-dressed body. Finally, this digital
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Post 2 — 04/10/2018
Post 8 — 22/10/2018
Post 10 — 26/10/2018
* From top to bottom: Clothing ad-
vertisement photo; Fit Coach advert-
isement photo; Clothing and 
Magazine advertisement photo.
Figure 8. Efforts for the desired body
— Alice Matos
Source: Matos (2018a, 2018b, 2018c)
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fitness influencer exposes her freedom and professional success from her trips (See fig-
ure 9, post 13).
As with the other two digital influencers analyzed, in Alice’s posts it was possible
to identify the subjects of body exposure and body extension already described, and
the themes of interaction with the product/brand and interaction with followers. In re-
lation to the first it was possible to observe i) the form of exposure of the product, ii)
the relation between it and the influencer, and  iii) the emotions that she describes
when endorsing it. In all posts the influencer appears exposing (See figure 10, post 12)
or using the product (See figure 10, posts 1 and 4).
In post 12 in which the influencer exposes the pot of food supplement was the
least commented (149) and liked (14.641) by the followers. It seems to be evident from
the analyzes that posts in which the digital influencer is placed in the background or
when there is something that draws more attention and overshadows the role of the
endorser in photography, as the robots in the image, are those that generate the low-
est level of integration. Thus, the outstanding role of the digital endorser in photo-
graphy with the announced product is vital, because this individual is who has gained
space and voice through social networks (Booth & Matic, 2011), wanting to be heard
and appreciated by the followers.
It is important to consider that Alice, as well as endorser, also owns one of the
brands  that  she  announces  and  has  partnered with  at  least  one of  the  companies
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Post 14 — 30/10/2018 Post 9 — 23/10/2018 Post 13 — 29/10/2018
* From left to right: Fit pasta advertisement photo; São Paulo Fashion Week advertisement photo; Airline advertise-
ment photo.
Figure 9. Body Extension — Alice Matos
Source: Matos (2018d, 2018e, 2018f)
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whose products communicated by her, demonstrating the multiple roles adopted by
this influencer. Lastly, still stand out the feelings to the goods and services announced
by Alice (See table 8).
Emotion Text
Affection/love
Post 3: (resort advertisement) […] I’m in love with this place. @solarmirados #relax #pra-
iadorosa #rosabeach (Matos, 2018j, own translation)
Post 15: (fit sweet advertisement) After lunch, when you want to eat sweet food! These are
my “two loves” (two emoji sweetheart  lovers) chocolate and brigadeiro fit (Matos,  2018k,
own translation)
Desire Post 1: (fit sweet advertisement)  When you hit that sweet eating desire (chocolate in my
case) it has to be one that’s really worth it (Matos,2018g, own translation)
Irresistibility Post 5: (fit sweet advertisement) […] The challenge is to eat a single spoon of it (Matos, 2018l,
own translation)
Happiness Post 6: (fitness fair advertisement) I’m excited to go to the first @mrolympiabrazil with @la-
bellamafia during this weekend in São Paulo. (Matos, 2018m)
Table 8. Emotions Alice Matos expressed about the products
The main sentiments demonstrated in Alice’s texts are positively linked to the
possibility of enjoying foods developed to serve the fitness lifestyle. Consequently, she
demonstrates affection, desire, irresistibility and happiness to products that meet the
expectations of a particular mode of feeding, with restrictions that help maintain the
muscular body. These same feelings are extended to other services such as fitness re-
sorts and fairs, all of them encouraging people “to evaluate and work on their bodies”
(Maguire, 2008, p. 3).
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Post 1 — 02/10/2018 Post 4 — 10/10/2018 Post 12 — 29/10/2018
* From left to right: Fit Sweet advertisement photo; Fit Pasta advertisement photo; Food Supplements advertisement
photo.
Figure 10. Exposure Products — Alice Matos
Source: Matos (2018g, 2018h, 2018i)
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Finally, the interaction of this influencer with her followers is described. Her texts
were intended to generate some kind of interaction, encompassing five types of mes-
sages,  they are:  motivational  phrases,  questions,  discounts,  instructions and invita-






Determination — Post 4: (fit pasta advertisement) Your success is found in your daily 
routine (Matos, 2018h)
Self-love — Post 14: (fit pasta advertisement) Love yourself enough to live a healthy life-
style. (Matos, 2018d)
Importance of partnerships — collectivity — Post 7: (Fitness fair, choting and fitness 
championship advertisement) Alone we go fast. Together we go further. @labellamafia 
@nutrata (Matos, 2018n)
Self-esteem — Post 2: (clothing advertisement) build the life (emoji coração azul) you 
love (Matos, 2018a)
Questions Post 16: (Airlines advertisement) guess where my next destination will be? (Matos, 2018o)
Discounts
Post 13: (Airlines advertisement) […] who accompanies me knows that I only travel from 
@skymilhas They have discounts of up to 50% (two emojis of frightened cats) in the air 
tickets to Brazil and abroad! It’s worth it! (Matos, 2018f, own translation)
Instructions
Product features — Post 14: (fit pasta advertisement) […] And it is made of Glucoman-
nan, the natural fiber of the Konjac root, which increases the sensation of satiety, ex-
panding in the stomach after ingestion (Matos, 2018d, own translation)
Product benefits — Post 15: (fit sweet advertisement) […] This #docefit in pot, is won-
derful, satisfies the urge to eat sweet weightless in consciousness! (Matos, 2018k, own 
translation)
Where to find the products — Post 10: (magazine advertisement) […] Story link in sto-
ries. (Matos, 2018c, own translation)
How to use the product — Post 4: (pasta fit advertisement) […] just wash and leave 2 
minutes on the fire. As the taste is neutral I always put coconut oil, salt, pepper and a 
protein like beef or chicken. (Matos, 2018h, own translation)
Where to find more information about the product — post 15 (fit sweet advertise-
ment) […] check it out on their instagram: @dimangiare (Matos, 2018k, own translation)
Description of the brand history — Post 6: (clothing advertisement) […] It’s a huge job
to create the concept, set up a stand and take our team and ambassadors from one side of
the world to the other. (Matos, 2018m, own translation)
Invitations
Post 7: (Fitness fair, clothing and fitness championship advertisement) I’ll wait for you 
today, to check all the news, at the booth #LABELLAMAFIA 14h I’ll be with the athletes 
and personality! (emoji showing biceps) (yellow heart) (Matos, 2018n, own translation)
Table 9. Types of interaction — Alice Matos
Motivational phrases are related to the effort to reach the goals. Therefore, they
encourage determination, the search for partnerships, self-love and self-esteem, rever-
berating the importance of work and dedication, encouraging the body to become the
source of concern and dedication of individuals (Maguire, 2002; Powers & Greenwell,
2016). The questions and invitations made by Alice aim to generate actions, response
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behaviors that help in the dissemination of information and experiences of the follow-
ers with the product. These elements create a better flow of information and engage-
ment in the online endorsement strategy made by a digital influencer.
Different from the other influencers analyzed, Alice does not have promotional
coupons in her posts, but informs the consumers of discounts that companies make
available in the sale of the products. Finally, product orientations are numerous, char-
acterizing this influencer among others as providing more information about endorsed
goods  and  services,  such  as  characteristics,  benefits,  where  to  find and use  them,
where to have more information about it and the history of the brand. It is important
to mention that Alice is the only one of the digital fitness influencers analyzed who
writes  her posts  in more than one language (Portuguese,  English and Spanish).  It
achieved that two important elements in the endorsement of products are fulfilled by
Alice: this influencer shares more information (Osborne-Gowey, 2014) and the greater
reach of the message through the different languages used by her.
What are the key considerations about endorser posts?
Our findings provide some support for setting some post influencing fitness standards,
regardless of the endorsed product. In general, they expose the body and its meanings
through flashy photographs and spontaneous texts, transferring such symbolisms to
the goods and services announced. In addition, the posts indicate a close relationship
between product and influencer, which is not limited to its endorsement, but its use,
giving credibility to the message communicated. Through the posts, the digital influ-
encers also seek interaction with their audience, bringing them closer to the message
so that they feel active in building opinions about the post and, consequently, about
the propagated product. In the mental map (See figure 11), we demonstrate these ele-
ments that form the way of products endorsement by digital fitness influencers on Ins-
tagram.
Thus, we identify some elements that favor and increase the efficiency of endorse-
ment made by digital influencers. The role of the body in the process of attraction to
the message was evidenced, especially by having as subjects of analysis women who
adopt a fitness lifestyle. The photographs posted by the influencers that obtained high
levels of interaction were those in which their bodies are shown in bikinis, lingerie
and tight clothing. These women have millions of followers in their profiles on Ins-
tagram precisely because of the body they have seen as a source of inspiration for
many of their audience. The posts that highlight the corporeal are, therefore, the most
liked and commented to people who accompany them virtually, reinforcing the need
to care for the body (Maguire, 2002), to strive to transform it (Powers & Greenwell,
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2016; Scott et al., 2017), to convey meanings like beauty, health, sensuality and success
(Goellner, 2008).
Therefore, exposed in the publications was understoojpdd as the main element of
intersubjective communication of the posts, reflecting the internal and external do-
mains of the individual who exposes him, demonstrating the daily co-construction ex-
perienced by the body, the need for its shaping and adjustment, pointing out the im-
portance of products endorsed by influencers to achieve, at least momentarily, this
feat (Fontanille, 2019). At the same time, this body that mediates sociability in influen-
cers’ social networks is the demonstration of intimacy as a spectacle (Sibilia, 2008),
justifying to some extent the qualification of fame attributed to the Brazilian fitness
muses analyzed (Sibilia, 2010).
The way how the product is endorsed in the postings also impacted the level of
interaction. Exposed goods without the presence of the influencer or exposed in pho-
tographs where the endorser is not prominent are not as effective as the postings that
bring the digital influencer on leading role by exposing and/or using the product, con-
firming the premise that the digital endorser, specially her/him body, acts as an avatar
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Figure 11. Mental map of posts
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of brand value (Powers & Greenwell, 2016). The greater interaction in posts where the
image of the photograph is the influencer also reinforces the idea that such an online
celebrity is seen as a reference for the audience capable of modifying daily living pat-
terns and generating social differentiation that is sought by the public, in order to ex-
pand the behavior of individuals, including consumption (Castells, 2011).
In addition, many of the texts in the posts of the influencers brought some emo-
tional element of the endorser about the announced good or service, besides the tips of
how to use it, to acquire it and the benefits generated by its use. Such a strategy can
help the communicated message to be viewed with greater confidence by the follow-
ers (Lim et al., 2017), because describing feelings such as love, happiness, desire and
dependence on products, and offering some descriptions of their experiences, endors-
ers convey the idea that they actually use them.
It is also important to consider some ways to generate interaction with followers
from the posts made. All digital fitness influencers sought to use messages that led to
some kind of interaction with the audience, making the post more attractive, receiving
almost immediate response times (Power, 2014) of the audience. Questions, motiva-
tional  phrases,  product  instructions,  invitations,  and  promotional  coupons  and
sweepstakes were the strategies used. The latter, in particular, had great acceptance
and interaction of the influencers for the benefits generated, such as discounts and
gifts.
Conclusions
This investigation of the endorsement phenomenon carried out by digital fitness influ-
encers corroborated to the understanding of the aspects that make up this promotion
strategy,  identifying  certain  patterns,  certain  categories  contained  in  the  postings.
From this analysis, we were able to identify some issues that generate greater commu-
nicative efficiency of the endorsement in the digital profile of influencers.
Among these issues, we perceive the importance of the corporeal in the process
of advertisement attractiveness and the central role to be played by the endorser in the
generation of online interactivity, trust in the product and desire to have it. Such influ-
encers are more than endorsers, they are avatars of the brand they advertise, once
they use their virtual spaces to communicate it (Sibilia, 2008), make it known and fa -
miliar to the millions of followers who accompany daily the exposed life of these in-
fluencers. The more intimate the post, the greater its attractiveness, reinforcing the
spectacle of the self-shown on social networks (Sibilia, 2008). The efficiency of posting
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is therefore determined by excess, by wide-open and, at the same time, mysterious ex-
posure (Han, 2012/2018).
We also identified that in this endorsement process an intense link between influ-
encers and brands is created that implies the extension of the meanings of the indi -
vidual’s bodies, the lifestyle propagated by them in social networks and shared values
and beliefs in their online profiles for the goods and services they exposed. Further-
more, in addition to the body as a commodity (Han, 2012/2018), spectra of the lives of
these influencers also become a commodity. Such merchandise already purchased by
organizations must be displayed and ready to be consumed free of charge by followers
in order to shape living standards, behavior, perceptions and values.
We concluded that the closer the endorsement reflects the endorsers and their
characteristics,  the  better  the  acceptability  and the communicative  efficiency of  it.
Thus, the product must emerge as an extension of the influencers, as a means of con-
structing their images, making this endorsement strategy understood by the followers
as demonstrations of the endorsers’ usual consumer practices.  In this triad (brand/
product — digital influencer digital — follower), the likes and comments of followers
are the thermometers for gauging the relationship built and maintained from the on-
line interaction.
Therefore, we understand the need for future studies that analyze followers’ com-
ments in the posts of digital influencers. Such texts can contribute to a holistic view of
the online triad, bringing clarification about the role of followers in the product ad-
vertising process in profiles on Instagram.
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